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Dear Reader, 

We are proud to present the Spring 2015 issue of The Streetcar, a 
journal dedicated to publishing the creative works of students across the 
disciplines at Mississippi State University. Work on the third issue began 
with efforts to reach out to more of the student body. In one year’s time, 
we held the journal’s first university-wide interest meetings, developed 
an application process for new staff members, started widespread 
advertising campaigns on campus and on social media, and began 
forming new relationships with MSU’s Mitchell Memorial Library and 
other university organizations. 

We were surprised at how many submissions to this year’s edition 
of The Streetcar explore common themes of childhood and self-
identification. Select written pieces such as “The Magic of Lace” and 
“I want to be a Lesbian, or Hiking for God” examine coming-of-age 
experiences with gender and sexuality. Others, like “Sour Patch Kids” 
and “Invitation,” expose the darker corners of childhood imagination. 
Much of the artwork in the journal, such as “Leaf,” “Tent of Safety,” and 
“meditation on existence,” also takes advantage of this tribute to youth, 
sensationalizing the ordinary and offsetting the gravity of growing up 
with the whimsy of a child’s point of view. 

We would like to express our sincere thanks to the Shackouls 
Honors College and the College of Arts & Sciences for their support; 
to our faculty advisor, Dr. Eric Vivier, for his guidance; and to our 
staff members, who worked tirelessly to produce this collection of 
submissions and who rediscovered their inner child in the process.

The overwhelming number of outstanding submissions we received this 
year stands as a testament to the growing presence of the creative arts at 
MSU. We hope you take as much pride in the collective creativity of MSU 
students and find as much joy in the pages that follow as we do.

Kylie Dennis and Dakotah Daffron
Editors-in-Chief 2014-2015
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The Magic of Lace
Caroline Hance

That new boy next door knows about my pussycat. 
He told me, “Gimme yer pussy.”
I hit him with my lace handkerchief
But still went home and cried to my mamma.
And she said, “Of course he won’t get your kitty!”
But I still worried about her safety.
So I took my dollhouse
And removed all its lace curtains and bedspreads:
Stapling them together, 
I hung them on the outside of my kitty’s house.
Of course crooked pieces of lace provide protection. 
And so I told the boy next door about the magic of lace. 
He shrugged and invited me to his room.
Are boys always so messy? I thought
As I stepped over Lego pieces and mud-pies.
He showed me all of his toys:
His action figures, game cards, Lego creations,
Racecars, plastic trucks, railroad track and trains, 
Boardgames, plastic bow and arrows, watergun,
And I thought his list of toys would never end.
He at last looked up, surprised, and said, 
“I think I’ve run out of things to show you...”
When is he going to ask about my toys? 
I thought.
Doesn’t he want to know about my Barbies and dolls,
Dress-up clothes, grocery store, stuffed animals,
Make-up kit, ballet costumes, and horse stable?
He never asked.
And I realized as I walked home
He had no interest in my toys:
I didn’t hide those with lace.



Love Funk
Becca Horton

Because in my experience I feel too fully
and my raw heart knows not the bounds of its own beats,
I will probably fall in love with the next stranger
that rings me up at the grocery store.
I also might buy an overpriced orchid for this boy I just met
and unintentionally provide some subtext: I like you, 
that’s all I know, let’s move to New England.
My ex will claim my heart has tethered itself to him,
that in my chest exists a being which still worships
his sweet nothings and their secret falsities. 
But I’m of the mind to explore a different world
in which I’ll whisper countless new I love yous:
to him, or her, or them, until I’m content in a newfound honesty.
My dear Klimt gave me these unachievable expectations
of flawless passion in that most famous of his paintings,
and the kiss I just mentioned was not even on the mouth.
My ticker often strikes midnight alone on a New Year’s Eve.
I’ve become too comfortable casually disregarding the unrequited love
that came before a sequence of some minor paramours.
It’s time to want more than to be a founding member of the unattached. 
A heart is not best shared cold. At this point I’m not sure I’ve ever shared 
my own in a timely manner, unlike many previous acquaintances 
whose marriage bells have freshly made intimidating music. 
My mother has brought this up on more than one occasion, 
     so I simply say
I am fairly certain my heart missed the first few waves of colonization.
It has been a bit since I’ve thought this hard about forever.
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Digital Blue
Bailey Powell

We sit like fighter jets on the navy couch, 
his arm a mooring line around me.
His new haircut is as short
as our time.  

We stare down the barrel 
of the camera, waiting anxiously for it to fire. 
The orange light flashes 
in patterns of three, counting down the seconds to engage. 

The shutter illuminates the room, making way
for the storm. His grasp
keeps me afloat through these rough waters.
Our knot is secure.

Five years of digital blue and summer whites begin 
now; anchors aweigh.



The Head Room
Katherine Anderton

The five of us rarely dared to get so close to one another. We stayed 
separate. We stayed confined. We stayed in a relative order and took our 
respective turns. But today, we had to gather. Against everyone’s better 
judgment, we had come together. It was imperative that we be together. A 
plan had to be made.

The five of us were sitting in our circle. There was clashing and disorder, 
as there always was when we got this close. No one was listening to anyone 
else. Anything the others had to say wasn’t important. Almost all of us were 
fighting to be heard over the others.

There was me, Susan. Susan, who sought order and perfection in 
everything.

Susan was never entirely happy with the results in anything we did 
together. The rest of us weren’t quite sure if it was possible for her to really 
be satisfied in anything. There was always one small detail that could’ve 
been improved, one piece of fat that could’ve been trimmed off. She always 
had to sit down and stand back up exactly four times every night before she 
even thought about letting us go to sleep. She didn’t allow the color orange 
anywhere near us. Everything, with Susan, had to be just so. She even tried 
to control the rest of us on occasion, tried to reign us in. These attempts 
never lasted very long. She would give up pretty quickly, give back in to our 
chaos. No matter how sick it made her, Susan knew there was no giving 
order to us.

There was me, Patrick. Patrick, with my lust for anger and pain.

It was clear to the rest of us that, most of the time, Patrick wanted nothing 
more than to kill the first person he could get his hands on. His animosity 
for anyone and everyone was constant, in his eyes and his ever-twitching 
hands. He was the one that we often tried to push out, shut off. But he 
just kept coming back. Right when some small form of peace began to 
ensue, there he would be. Ready to take his turn. Every time he spoke, he 
screamed. Every time he moved, he jerked. Every time someone got too 
close, he would reach out, clawing and scratching in a blind, preternatural 
need to inflict pain. We didn’t want him here, in our circle. But, he was not 
leaving, whether or not we chose to accept it.

There was me, Tilly. Tilly, with my sweet faces and soft words.
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Tilly loved everyone, even those who lived outside. She was delicate and 
caring and everything innocent. She was so small that her tiny feet dangled 
as she sat in her chair. She was also fragile. So fragile. In one minute, she 
would be giggly and bubbly, and the next, she could be breaking down in 
tears. Everyone always had to be so careful of what they said to Tilly. We all 
knew how hard she tried to be brave, but she was just a little girl. In all our 
madness, she could rarely keep a stiff upper lip for very long. She couldn’t 
help it. Even so, Tilly was always so sweet and patient in waiting for her 
turn. It had been occurring to some of us lately that her turns were getting 
less and less frequent. Still, she never complained once.

There was me, Allen. Allen, who just can’t seem to stop laughing.

Allen never intended to take his jokes as far as he did. The simple truth was, 
he just couldn’t cease to see the humor in everything. Even when everyone 
else was stone cold, he could barely contain his laughter. We rarely saw 
him with a straight face. This little quirk would’ve been more tolerable if he 
didn’t try to make everybody else laugh with him. Allen just didn’t realize 
that the rest of us didn’t share his sense of humor. When we didn’t laugh, 
he only made more jokes. He seemed so desperate for us to laugh along. He 
would often go too far, get too excited, too upset when no one else laughed. 
When that happened, he usually gave the rest of his turn to Patrick.

Then, finally, there was me, Lydia. Lydia, totally silent.

The entire time she’d been around, Lydia had never said a single word. 
Though none of us were actually in charge, we all knew that she had more 
control than anyone. She had more control, despite her silence, because she 
was terrifying. In a way, even scarier than Patrick. Because we never knew. 
We had no way of knowing what could have possibly been going on in her 
mind. We didn’t know what she would do next. We didn’t know who she 
was. 

When Lydia took her turn, no one dared say a word. It was never decided 
that we all be quiet for her, but we knew better than to say anything. When 
she was having her turn, the only way to move on to the next person was by 
Lydia picking someone. There was no shoving her out like there was for the 
rest of us. No one could touch her. We never knew who she would pick to go 
after her. It was different every time. The anticipation was almost as scary 
as Lydia herself. The one she chose could change a situation around from 
bad to good, or good to bad, or bad to even worse. Only Lydia ever knew 
which it would be.

Susan was sitting in the head chair. She was trying desperately to sort out 
the frenzied voices of the rest of us. Everyone, except for Lydia, was fighting 



for a chance to speak, uninterrupted. The constant interruptions were 
making things difficult. 

“Will everyone please calm down?” she rubbed her temples in frustration, 
“You are all making this much more difficult than it has to be. All we need 
to do is come up with a simple plan of action. We cannot do that with 
everyone screaming all at once.”

Little Tilly timidly raised her hand to speak and waited for Susan to 
acknowledge her. When she had, Tilly said, “Maybe, we could try to be a 
little nicer to them… Every time someone comes in, we always get scared 
and confused and end up acting bad.”

Patrick narrowed his eyes. She was referring to him. Tilly lowered her head 
a little but tried her best to keep going.

“I just mean, it always happens the same way. Maybe, next time someone 
comes, we could ask nicely, and-” 

“Okay, someone shut her up,” Patrick interrupted with a hand over his eyes. 
After sitting for a moment in brooding silence, he looked up so we could all 
see how furious he was. “What good do you honestly think that’s going to 
do? They are keeping us here. We’re prisoners. Do you really think being 
polite and batting our eyelashes is going to make them want to let us go?”

“Stop it, Patrick!” Susan snapped at him as she patted Tilly’s trembling 
back. “You’re not even supposed to be here. If you have such a problem 
with the way we are trying to handle things, then leave.”

“You know what I’d like to-” he tried to retaliate, but Susan, still in the head 
chair, cut him off again.

“I-I only meant,” Tilly’s voice cracked, and her eyes brimmed with tears, 
“t-that we’d never tried it before, so…” She faded out.

“It’s okay, sweetie,” Susan said, “I think that it’s a great idea. Maybe we 
could build on it a little.” Her eyes brightened at the thought of getting to 
organize something.

Allen, who had been watching silently up until this point, finally let the 
silence break. He burst out laughing and went across the circle to drape an 
arm around Tilly. 

“Oh, you should see your face,” he said once he had caught his breath. 
“And you…” he pointed to Patrick, who was openly seething. Allen broke 
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into another fit of laughter, wiping tears from his eyes. Lydia sat in silence, 
watching.

“Allen…” Susan said, exasperatedly rubbing her eyes.

“Come on!” Allen defended himself, “You can’t not think her face is 
hilarious right now.”

He grinned down at Tilly under his arm and pinched her little cheeks. With 
tears streaming down her face, she whimpered in pain.

“That’s a double-negative,” Susan yanked his hand away, still managing to 
correct his grammar despite her frustrations, “and, stop it. You’re hurting 
her.”

“Oh, no I’m not,” he rolled his eyes, still chuckling.

“I’m okay,” Tilly said, wiping her face.

Lydia sat in silence, watching.

“You realize that no one else thinks anything is funny here, right?” Patrick 
glared at the snickering face across from him. He could lunge at the stupid 
throat right beneath it if he wanted to. It was right there. It would be so 
easy.

Allen ignored him and kept talking, “Anyway, what we really need to do is 
hide. Like, behind the door or something. When someone comes inside, 
we make a run for it and close the door behind us. It would be worth a try, 
right?” He was grinning, and a few shorts laughs still occasionally escaped 
his throat.

“That’s never going to work if you’re laughing the entire time we’re behind 
the door,” Patrick spat out.

“Okay, that’s enough from you,” Susan broke in, “If all of our ideas are 
so horrible, how about you at least try helping instead of just shooting 
everyone down?”

Lydia sat in silence, watching.

“What we should do,” Patrick said back through his teeth, “is just rip them 
apart the second anyone walks through that door. We know someone is 
coming any second now, and they deserve it anyway for keeping us locked 
up. So why don’t you get off your high-horse and out of the head chair so I 



can actually accomplish something?”

“I would rather stay in this room forever than give you the satisfaction of 
hurting someone,” Susan said sternly.

The arguments were getting heated again.

Susan and Patrick were barking back and forth.

Tilly was crying.

Allen was laughing.

Lydia was sitting in silence, waiting.

We were all so preoccupied with each other, that she was the only one who 
heard the footsteps. She was the only one who realized that we had, once 
again, run out of time.

As the girl lay in her bed, staring up at the ceiling, lost in thought, the door 
to her tiny room rattled open. The sudden noise startled her, stirred her 
back to the present. All of a sudden, everything was rushing back at her all 
at once. The sheer whiteness of the room blinded her, making her afraid. 
The screeching squeaks of the bed she now scrambled over attacked her 
ears, making her annoyed. And the man in the long, white coat holding the 
plastic tray and walking through the door was intruding on her, making her 
wild.

She drew a sharp breath and looked up at him coldly. He could immediately 
sense her hostility. “Wren…” he began cautiously. 

“Oh no, he’s here,” Susan was frantic. So were the rest of us. She looked 
around our circle and pulled at her hair, “We’re not ready yet. What are we 
supposed to do?”

“Calm down. It’s okay,” Tilly tried to soothe her, but it was clear that she 
was just as panicked as all of us.

“That’s it,” Patrick stood up and crossed the circle. With a rough hand, he 
shoved Susan from her spot in the head chair. He sat down. It was his turn 
now.

Without a second’s hesitation, Wren leapt from the bed with hands and 
teeth bared, ready to tear the doctor’s eyes out. He shouted in alarm and 
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tried to shield himself, but she had already latched herself to his arm, 
blindly clawing at whatever flesh she could reach. “Calm down, sweetie,” he 
said as his voice broke in pain, “It’s just your dinner. No medication today, 
remember? It’s Wednesday.”

Wren ignored him and continued trying to rip him apart.

“Stop it!” Susan was screaming at Patrick and trying to pull him off of the 
chair, “This is not the way to handle things, and you know it.”

“Please, don’t do this,” Tilly pleaded through her sobs. Together, she and 
Susan began trying to shake Patrick from his spot, and Wren momentarily 
lost her grip.

She fell to the floor at the doctor’s feet and immediately latched back on to 
his leg. He cried out in pain and called for the help of a nurse.

“Okay, this opportunity’s too perfect,” Allen said, snickering to himself. 
In the confusion, he was able to hoist Patrick out of the head chair and sit 
down.

“Don’t!” Susan begged, “You’re not helping.”

“Who cares? Watch this.”

In an instant, all malice in Wren’s face turned to mischief. Her mouth 
twisted into an unnaturally wide grin. She looked up at the doctor and 
cackled wildly. From where she sat on the floor, Wren was able to grab hold 
of his long coat and stand up quickly to yank it over his head and down over 
his front. He stumbled around dumbly for a few seconds, trying to free his 
head. She howled with laughter and rolled onto her back.

The doctor sighed and pulled at the sides of his coat until it was back in 
place, “Well, at least this is one of your better moods.”

Suddenly, all of the details in the previously boring room were absolutely 
hilarious. Wren couldn’t stop giggling. She hopped up from the floor and 
bounded over to her bed, laughing hysterically. She started jumping up and 
down on the squeaky mattress. Seconds later, she’d leapt from the bed and 
landed hard on the floor. She took the doctor’s hands and spun around in 
circles, dragging him along with her. Wren’s laughter never subsided.

Neither did Allen’s. He sat in the head chair, cackling uncontrollably. The 
chair clattered and rattled as his body shook with laughter. The entire room 
shook. He was losing control, the way he often did when he took his turn. 



We were all being tossed around with Wren’s head.

Patrick started preparing to take the chair back again. Susan was screaming 
at everyone, trying to keep us all in order. Tilly tried reasoning through 
her sobs that perhaps she should take a turn and try to calm things down. 
Everything and everyone was in an uproar.

No one noticed when Lydia stood up from her seat and began walking 
towards Allen. She was the only one of us who saw the nurse burst into 
Wren’s room. She was the only one who saw the needle in his hand. She 
was the only one who could see what was coming next.

She reached the head chair and placed a hand on Allen’s shoulder. We 
immediately fell silent.

Wren stopped spinning, stopped laughing, and finally noticed the needle.

Allen quietly stood from the head chair, and in the brief second that none 
of us were sitting in it, Wren stirred. She backed away frantically. Pure fear 
shone from behind her eyes. She knew what the syringe meant. She knew 
the cold nothingness it brought.

She just wanted to be left alone. To be out of this stupid room and away 
from these people.

To be away.

She tried to get away, but Lydia knew that there was no point. They’d 
been down this road together before, and she knew that struggling would 
only make the injection hurt worse. It would only prolong the pain of 
anticipation before needle met flesh. It would be better just to lie still and 
be quiet. Save escape for another time.

Lydia took her seat in the head chair, and Wren’s eyes glazed over. She 
didn’t make another sound. When the nurse gave her the drug, she was 
completely numb. She lay down in her bed and stared at the ceiling, waiting 
for the men to deem it safe to let her be alone and leave the room. There 
was nothing to do but stare and wait until she slipped into black.

The five of us rarely dared to get so close to one another.
We stayed separate.

We stayed confined.

Maybe it would have been better to stay that way.
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In Memory Of
Michelle Wait

You caused me to stop.
As my pupils adjusted to your arms reaching
Toward the pale-colored blue,
I took a deep breath. 
I tried to see as far as you 
Could reach, but it dizzied me.
My balance lost, I sat 
And admired your roots.
You bared a lot. The green blades tickled
Your toes; 
I giggled for you.
I wanted to lean my head against your stubborn
Body, but something begged me to look again.
Round about I went. Your impressive body
Revealed your immodesty.
I peered inside your heart. 
Was there life in there? Perhaps,
A foreign visitor sought shelter
In your warm body?
Could there have been?
A possibility.
Are my eyes invading a space meant for dwellers?
I adjust to your internal darkness. 
My pupils dilate; all of my color is lost.
So much possibility in a donated seedling,
So much possibility in memory of,
So much possibility reaching for celestial orbs,
So, I spilt my water near your skirt.
So, I wandered off with a backwards glance.
She must have been a beautiful spirit
To have a tree like you bear her name.



Mind Your Manners, Sissy
Caitlin Pate

We are walking home, side-by-side. 
Our matching homemade dresses, like wings
Whipping about our knees; crinoline swishing in the wind. 
I can see the headstones coming up
fast. Big Sissy squeezes my fingers together.
I nod. We know what we have to do.
Our cheeks inflate and our chests are still,
but our feet keep moving. 
Our eyes lock on the ominous markers
that protrude from the ground 
like bone from flesh. Silence 
is interrupted by a 
songbird whistling. 
My mind implores him to hush. 
A bird could never be happy underground. 
Neither could I. 
I can almost hear the rotting people 
in their coffins, scraping at the lids, 
like a crow’s talons against pavement. 
They’re eager for us impertinent 
children to take a breath and whistle.
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Aaron, Darling
Thomas Quinn

Aaron, do you remember those nights?
Hands heavy feet heavy eyes closed
hips barred diamonds stripped.
 
Poetry, fluidity in air. Glück’s mock
orange tapping at glass, Kamineska’s savagery
in softness, Maya’s death all but laminar. 
Nathan’s furious work on innocence, illness, and love.
His willow branch fingers
weaving         
                  weaving         
 weaving
against some barren breeze.
 
I: virgin poet, a seal never broken,
apologizing for lack of Slavic tongue,
sultry political views, modernist poetry with line breaks
like hooked fingers of Chicago whores.
 
But you, darling, read with dignity, fullness of language.
The edge of your tongue a contrasted pinkness,
a pulse built from years.
Your words pull themselves from fiber
         steady steady steady they come
         crispness builds whiteness snaps
         a rush of foam vicious raging
         hornets thrashing under serifs.
 
Then a silence, a begging canyon yawning
ever forward:
         eyes closed,
         hips barred,
         diamonds stripped,
         wax wings dripping,
                     the transgender darling of August dons my crown.



I Want to be a Lesbian, or Hiking for God
Zack Orsborn

“Whose poop is this?” Counselor Deen asks, hips cocked, finger pointing 
at the forest ground. 

We are standing in a circle thirty miles from Open Nature Expedition’s 
base camp.

I look at Brit. Brit looks at Jamerica. Jamerica looks at Vivian. None of us 
will ever fess up to a Surface Turd. 

“Camper,” calls Counselor Deen.

All five of us end our eye game and look at him. We are all Camper. He 
shifts his weight from his right foot to left foot as he points at me. “You. 
Do you know who did this?”

The starchiness of his white shirt contrasting with his damp brown pit 
stains makes me itch. His sunburnt nose shows the failure of his hiking 
hat that’s too small for his magnificently large head. He’s young and ugly: 
pudgy in spots, particularly his breasts. All of his complexes can be heard 
in his stern, polite voice, and I can’t help but look away from him.

“All right then,” he says with a quick grin. “You know the procedure. 
Everyone grab a stick. Camper, start digging the hole.”

Camper, as in Vivian. He hates Vivian. Digging the hole during Surface 
Turd Procedure is the highest form of disrespect. Vivian, here for grand 
theft auto, frowns, gets down on her knees, and begins to shovel the dirt 
with her bare hands right beside the Surface Turd. 

Branches of all sizes litter the edges of the hiking trail. We find our sticks 
by the time Vivian stands up and says, “Your hole, massa.” She bends her 
back forward as if she is carrying the weight of a slave. 

Counselor Deen closes his eyes and sighs. “Everyone have your sticks?”

A collective dread settles over us, skimming past Brit, who is here for 
smothering two of her brother’s new beagle puppies during a particularly 
dangerous manic phase. Surface Turd Procedure gets her off. She thrusts 
her thin branch with knots and leftover leaves in the air. She’s trium-
phant. 
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“Go,” Counselor Deen says. He squints his black eyes, but I know he 
will enjoy this. He’s prayed to God about the path he should take every 
morning. 

We huddle around the Surface Turd, as delinquent sisters do. I smell the 
musk of a three-week hike through the glorious forests and mountains 
of Utah: Jamerica’s braided armpit hairs, Brit’s determined sweat, and 
Vivian’s molded hair extensions. My peanut butter breath trumps all, 
though. It’s all I could eat yesterday. I tried to make a fire to cook my bag 
of rice they gave me at the beginning of the hike, but I couldn’t get the 
pine needles to light up.

I refuse to eat rice kernels. I’ve never liked crunchy food. 

Together, we begin scooting the Surface Turd with the ends of our sticks 
towards the hole Vivian dug. Brit moves her arm slower than us; this is 
her time. 

“Yesssss,” she hisses, eyes wide. A smile creeps on her face.    

Jamerica’s stick threatens to snap under the weight, but, after a small 
squeal of anticipation from Brit, the Surface Turd plops in the hole. Dust 
rises. 

“Let’s get moving!” Counselor Deen says cheerily. “Only thirty miles until 
your evaluation.”

Nausea hits the back of my throat as I drop the branch.  Despite the 
nausea, I want some fucking McDonald’s French fries. I want my mom 
not to be dead. I want my family not to have banished me here. I do not 
want to  hike for six weeks. I want to read a goddamn book. I want to own 
a cat with a woman and name it Boots. I want to have a Susan Sarandon 
marathon with said woman and cat. I want Jen. I want to go home. 

I tighten the straps on my backpack, filled with a half-eaten jar of peanut 
butter, the bag of rice, a single tarp and single metal rod to pitch a basic 
tent, a canteen, and a precariously rolled sleeping bag. My sisters follow 
Counselor Deen, who whistles “Little Pink Houses” by John Cou-gar Mel-
lencamp as he continues on the trail.

Brit creeps behind me and whispers in my ear, “It was me.”

I ignore her like I always do and keep on walking. I need to go home. 

    ***



“Scorpion!” screams Vivian. “In my sleeping bag!”

It is sometime after midnight, after a ten-mile hike, after a measly dinner 
of peanut butter (again). My sisters shuffle in sleepiness after Vivian’s 
cries.

“Big deal,” says Jamerica rolling over. She had four scorpions in her 
sleeping bag two nights ago, but they never stung. 

Naturally, Counselor Deen sits by his personal campfire and says, “All 
right, girls.”

We knew exactly what he means. We were told on a daily basis, after our 
morning prayers, to only “speak when spoken to.” We learned how to 
whisper so quietly that dogs wouldn’t even hear. 

Vivian is clinging to the trunk of an oak tree while she hops up and down. 
Brit never wakes up during a scorpion scare; she just snores on because 
of her sleep apnea. I just lie there. You’re less likely to be involved with 
any of the late-night fuckery if you just pretend to sleep. Vivian doesn’t 
stop squealing, moving, being awake, causing a scene.

“I said, big deal,” Jamerica says, and she stands up from her sleeping bag. 
Counselor Deen follows, ready to interject. He’s a cautious man.

“Hey,” he says, walking from his fire to stand between Jamerica and 
Vivian. 

“Tell this bitch to go to sleep,” Jamerica says. 

“Camper, you know not to–” 

“Who?” Vivian says. “Who needs to go to sleep?”

The thud of my heart forces my eyes open. I pull my feet from the sleep-
ing bag and stand up. There’s a brilliant distraction going on. I need to go 
home. 

Vivian’s steps crunch toward Jamerica as she detaches herself from the 
tree, evidently forgetting about the scorpion in her sleeping bag.

Jamerica laughs. I don’t know what she’s here for, but I pick up on the 
animosity in her voice. “You, bitch,” she says.

Then comes a war-like squeal from Vivian, the stirring of leaves on the 
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ground as my two sisters dart towards each other and a roar of pain from 
Counselor Deen.

I tiptoe towards the tree Vivian once clung to, only to turn around at the 
sound of skin slapping skin. Counselor Deen doesn’t see me. If I just start 
running now, he’ll never see me. 

I touch the rough, crusty bark as Jameria grabs a handful of Vivian’s syn-
thetic hair. Counselor Deen is edging his way in between the girls. 

“Now,” I whisper before running into the woods.

Counselor Deen roars again, “HEY, COME BACK HERE!”

I only see my neon green shoes whizzing below me. Within seconds, I 
hear Counselor Deen panting behind me. He catches up to me. With his 
whole body, he tackles me, and we both fall hard on the ground. 

“Okay, okay, okay! I’m fine! I won’t run again!” I say. Counselor Deen 
held me down for a little longer before gently pulling me up. Soil falls 
from my brown knees and Counselor Deen’s khaki pants.

He dusts his hands off, opens his mouth to speak, and before he can let 
out words, I sprint to the right, away from him and my sisters. 

But Counselor Deen is ready. Like a snake, he grabs my arm swiftly, jerk-
ing it down. I yell—tears form in my eyes before I slam into the dirt again. 
Counselor Deen grips the back of my neck.

He crouches down and says lightly in her my, “Say the Verse, Camper.”

Squirming, I say no, so he tightens his hold on my neck. “Say it.”

I start to cry, but I begin: “The cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the 
murderers, the sexually immoral, those who practice magic arts—”

My cries turn to sobs, but I go on as our counselor squeezes my neck 
harder. 

“The idolaters and all liars—their place will be in the fiery lake of burning 
sulfur.”

He lets me go. “Stand up, and don’t even think about running again. You 
hear me?”



I can only nod. I have no place to go. I can only be lost, only be surround-
ed by the monstrous trees, only continue twenty more miles to my final 
evaluation. 

I settle into my sleeping bag, pulling the polyester sleeve up to my chin. I 
have to go back to sleep. I pray that I don’t dream about God’s mercy. 

Before we finish the last leg of the hike the next day, Counselor Deen 
stops us and takes off his hiking bag. He takes out four packs of blood-
red hot dogs. The kind that factored into the seventy pounds I gained that 
one summer. 

“Happy Fourth of July,” he says.  He tosses the hot dog packets on the 
ground.

We pick up the hot dogs. Brit starts to eat her hot dogs, slowly, curious-
ly. Me, on the other hand, I am ravenous. I cram three in my mouth at 
one time, the red grease sliding down my pink face. And then two more. 
And then three more until I felt it all rise back up as I vomit all over my 
sisters’ shoes. 

After eye rolls and whines, Counselor Deen tells us to take off our shoes 
and wash them in the creek we just passed. He says all of this with his 
hand over his mouth—the smell of my hot dog vomit makes him queasy. 
Making my way to the creek, I see shimmers of light peek beyond trees, 
and I think about my mom’s funeral, and how light touched everyone’s 
face gracefully through the stained-glass windows. 

I crouch down beside Jamerica, the first one to reach the creek. She is 
already drowning her shoes in the murky water. 

“Are you okay?”  she asks.

“Yeah. You?”

“Yep. Just hiking out the homosexuality.”

“Is that why you’re here?”

She nods.

“Me, too. Right after my mom died. My dad told me it was summer 
camp.”
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“After my dad died. And then, my sister caught me fingering my geome-
try tutor.”

There it is. Placed precisely in the middle of a clearing, a tiny white cabin 
marks the end of our hike. The sun filters through the tall Utah pines, 
giving a halo to the Open Nature Expedition’s main check-in cabin. 

I’m about to go home. I don’t know the fate of my sisters. It all depends 
on their final evaluation with Mrs. Diana, the camp’s director. The Queen 
of Mormons, as Brit once said. The Duchess of Latter Day Saints, as 
Vivian once said. She got a degree in psychology and gave her life up to 
the Lord. I imagine Mrs. Diana sitting in a college classroom, doodling 
crosses on all of her notes. 

“Well, Campers,” starts Counselor Deen with a smile. “Who wants to talk 
to Mrs. Diana first?”

“Me,” Vivian and I say together. 

“You first,” he says to Vivian. I’ll go after her. She lets her bacpack fall 
in one steady motion before she opens the rickety cabin door and enters 
Mrs. Diana’s domain. 

Two minutes later, she steps out of the cabin into the clearing where her 
sisters, me, and Counselor Deen rest against tree trunks. 

“Well?” Brit says. She’s carving a sharp point on a branch with the butter 
knife she packed.

Vivian shrugs. “I’m not going home,” she says. This is her third evalua-
tion. 

“Good,” says Counselor Deen. “More time to learn about the Lord and 
walk with God. You’re up, Camper.”

I stand up, and as I do, every fear I’ve ever had dies. I feel victorious. I 
feel like a powerful lesbian who is going home. I’m going home. I can say 
anything I want. I am woman. I have my sisters to back me up. 

“My name is not Camper. It’s Lana,” I say. 

I look at Counselor Deen’s legitimately sad face for the last time, making 
sure I won’t miss all the acne scars, and I walk through the open door of 



the white cabin. 

In its one room, Mrs. Diana sits behind a red cedar desk in the middle of 
the cabin. Religious iconography and paraphernalia line the walls in the 
form of posters and knick-knacks on shelves. She’s much droopier than 
Counselor Deen, with a black bob and pink lipstick that looks like it’s 
been melting from the words coming out of her mouth. 

“Come on in,” she says. It’s warm, her voice inviting. She clicks her fin-
gernails sharply on the desk with her right hand, clicking the top of a red 
pen with her left hand. She can barely smile, though. I know it must hurt 
this woman to smile.

I give a little below-the-waist wave before sitting down. I play nice. I have 
to play nice. 

“How’re you, dear?” asks Mrs. Diana. She’s placed her pen on the yellow 
notebook paper stacked on an oversized clipboard. 

“I’m great. I think I’ve really changed.” 

Before I can finish my sentence, Mrs. Diana scribbles ferociously. I see 
flashes of red. 
 
“Oh! How so?”
 
“I just really like boys now.”
 
“Oh? How did this revelation come about?”
 
“Umm,” I say. I am putting the fourteen years of theatre auditions my 
mother put me through to an advantage. Curtains open, and you see me, 
a girl transitioning out of her phase of confusion and immoral cravings. 
The spotlight hits spectacularly where I am sitting. I’m an inno-cent girl 
ready to get good with the Lord. 
 
I’ve walked and walked and walked just so I could sweat out all the de-
mons and cleanse the thoughts I’ve had about every girl I’ve loved. Like 
Jen, from back home. 
 
“Hmm?” Mrs. Diana says. She’s leaning forward.
 
“It’s just that…I sort of have a crush on Counselor Deen.” I don’t, but I 
blush and smile like I really do. I love Jen, who sang “Amazing Grace” at 
my mom’s funeral. 
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“And what makes you have a crush on Counselor Deen?” 
 
Her scribbling picks up, reaching a dangerous velocity. 
 
“Just, you know, his body. I really like his body.” He looks like mashed 
potatoes. “And his arms. I just…feel warm when I think about him.” 
 
The warmest I’ve ever felt was when Jen came up to me after the funer-
al and gave me a hug. She whispered something in my ear, but I don’t 
remember what she told me. 
 
“Interesting,” says Mrs. Diana. 
 
She stops writing, leans back into her chair, and smiles while squinting. 
“Counselor Deen, huh?”
 
“Mmmhmm. And I just feel…like, really right with God, you know?
 
She smiles, or winces. 
 
“I think you have a little more hiking to do,” she says. “It is a carnal sin to 
lie in a house of God. You can leave now.”
 
She tears out the paper she was writing on and files it away in a manila 
folder. 
 
It’s a lot harder for me stand up like I did earlier when Counselor Deen 
called my name. I feel heavy. I am another ounce in the weight on God’s 
shoulders. I am nothing and everything all at once.



Birth and Wonder
Matthew Dunaway

The sun flew high that early spring morn,
Down its rays cast to awaken limbs of ancients,
Limbs of ignorance,
Burn the dew,
Chance a few,

By leaves great sentries filtered its radiance,
Which scattered down the path I found myself on, 
Where gnarled branches told of time 
I walked and too spoke of passage
–but delighted in the fires that danced about my feet,

As the frenzy of light darted around the floor
It revealed roots and refuge,
Soil and sustenance,
Yet the webs of spiders gleamed as the webs of life passed 
from each to each 
–Every movement a beginning, every moment to an end,

Out of the flux I slipped,
Wading into my own light for a time,
But shuddered as the sun fell from my back,

Forward, we must move forward from these shades
I thought, stepping from the wood’s edge,
It is not fit to be but a flicker,
A rude glare amidst such iridescence, 

The riverbank where I found myself seemed to agree,
Its unflinching boulders had stayed the blind passions of liquidity for 
years
–May I?

Forward,
What creation,
Forward,
What empire
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Invitation
Isabelle Lang

I know Sister’s in the bed across the room,
but I still can’t breathe. 
My palms and neck are slick,
and I shiver despite humidity
swirling around me like soup.

The window-unit groans in the corner
but instead, I hear the Rougarou’s growl
from the bayou, the voice gruff
like Dad’s as he swings on the porch, 
scrunches his face, and tells the story.

Eyes closed, a picture forms: 
Fur matted with moss and algae and a sunken  
face greet me with a hungry look,
a monster behind my eyelids.
So I force them open.

I stare at the tear in the wallpaper
from the time Sister tossed a shoe at my head
but missed (an accident, she claims. Of course).
I whisper soothing words, try
to forget long enough to fall asleep.

It isn’t working. Insect legs crawl underneath skin,
yelling at me to move, no, stay still.

No, move.

Then, I am standing at her bed. 
Watching her chest rise and fall, too scared to poke 
the sleeping bear. Staring, 
I will her to wake up, notice me, 
and invite me to be brave.



Self Portrait in Still Life
Charles Celis
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Leaf
Jon Gutman



Child
Jon Gutman
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meditation on existence
Zach Boozer



Inebriated Chipmunks
Casey Jennings
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Tent of Safety
Raeley Stevens



Khooning 
Raeley Stevens
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Don’t Look a Gift Horse in the Mouth
Jenna Mosier



In the Sitting Room
Jenna Mosier
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Sleek
Brittany Roberts



The Laughing Viking
Cameron McMaster
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Shore Savers
Cameron McMaster



The Gaslight Anthem Gig Poster
Cameron McMaster
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Layers of Italy
Maura Worch



Remembering Florence
Maura Worch
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The Haunting
Lilly Scheibelhut



Sour Patch Kids
Molly Beckwith

I pluck them out one
                          by
                              one, or
two or three or more, and I eat
the heads first or maybe feet
or whole. Their bodies pile,
an orgy of sugar. I imagine
they deserved it, they earned me;
     chew,
       chew,
                  swallow—
molars grind bodies to pulp;
throat opens, banishes the sin
to the belly in the dark.
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Crawfish Boil in Late November
Kylie Dennis

I tiptoe through the familiar herd,
Unneedling the seam that mysteriously binds
Soft leather soles sour with cow dung, 
Starched button downs with thick yellow sweat rings,
And 
Slick satin bows and slingbacks,
A profusion of ruffles.

I trace the scent
All the way back,
Crane my neck over the black iron rim
Of Old Annarie’s pot
To see Daddy’s crawfish in their prime.
 
A sizzling mixture thick like ruddy Cajun blood,
Potent like tradition,
The pinched faces of the gentlemen in red,  
Chacheries swing dancing ‘round their hard bodies,
Their flesh swelling and virile,
My lips, painted an unnatural hue, stinging with anticipation.  

A bubble bursts somewhere below the surface,
Opens a narrow window through the film that clouds my view,
But Daddy tugs me gently by my carefully woven braids,
Chides me softly with an old commonplace,
Inspects my face for signs of irrevocable damage,
 Exhales in relief.

When I’m just out of sight,
He leans over the edge, whispering to the crawdads
Something terribly secret,
Wields his thick wooden spoon,
Prods them just here, thrusts them just so
With a practiced hand.

That night, I sink low in a bath of my own,
Turn the rusty knob to let the scorching water in,
Submerge myself to listen for the accordion, the fiddle, the swing music,
Imagine the chacheries seeping beneath my skin, 
Turn tight into myself like their hard red bodies.



I think to grow full and large like the crawfish,
Uncover the secrets of those dapper men in red tuxedos,
Shed my ridiculous ruffles like they shed their proud crimson shells,
Exposing a single stem of plump flesh.

I think of Daddy, his red feet sewn into the soil of Jennings,
And that obscure, limbless uncle from Kentucky
Cracking the fattest ones, comparing their meat, 
Spinning tales of the gilded age when they were rowdy boys
While I longed to speak, somehow forbidden, 
Filled my mouth with the bodies of the crawdads ‘til it was hard to chew.  

Back in the tub,
The tightening grows between my thighs,
A part of the magic I am sure.
When I uncoil,
The water is a faint, dingy red
Trickling from somewhere inside of me,
Thin like mother’s voice,
Thin like mine.

I pluck up the drain with my crooked toes,
Watch the bloody water curl seductively down the pipe, 
Knowing now the secret of the crawdads,
The starch shirts, my well-loved brother, 
Nearly a man.
I look down at the soft pink flesh of me
All absence and vulnerable and sexed.   
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Red Velvet Cake (On my Twenty-Second Birthday)
Jessica Ferrebee

This morning a pair of twos stuck out their stick arms and shook my 
hands. The handshake reminded me of cowboys, and I half-expected 
to see holsters on their hips. They seemed nice enough, but I thought 
that they looked rather dull compared to the numbers I met last year, 
and quite drab standing in the sunshine that was falling through the 
windows. March can be a lovely month, and it was a lovely day, but all 
day I wanted to step into the curtains, wrap them around my torso like 
a sweater, and chatter my teeth. All day things occurred to me that I’ve 
never bothered with before: the idea of the moon being “waxy,” the me-
chanics of lily pads floating on water, and the fact that I’ve never touched 
an armadillo. All day I thought of the Smoky Mountains and about how 
I will never see them. I wondered what my child will look like (the one 
I said I’ll never have) and remembered that I love Saturdays. Why can’t 
every birthday be on a Saturday? And when the waiter brought out a slice 
of red velvet cake, I wondered where they had gotten my blood and when 
I had given it. Is it time for me to begin forgetting already? Should I start 
losing things now? But, I couldn’t remember when all this was supposed 
to happen, so I ate the cake: blood, frosting, and all.



The Streetcar: Tell us how the rocket team came to be. When did it start?
Space Cowboys: It started 10 years ago for making competition rockets. 
We mostly participate in NASA-sponsored competitions, but sometimes 
we participate in other ones as well. Here, we build and design the rocket 
based on that competition, and we’ve just kind of grown from there. 

TSC: Just one rocket a year?
SC: Just one main rocket a year, but we do sub-scale models of the rocket. 
This past year’s rocket was around 16 feet tall, and it had two stages. So, to 
test it, we built a smaller one, a smaller-scale version of it. We build a couple 
of those a year usually, but they are based off of one rocket. 

TSC: And where does the name come from?
SC: The student who founded the team originally always wore a cowboy hat 
and boots, so it kind of just came from him.

TSC: How many Space Cowboys are there? And, how do you choose who 
becomes one? 
SC: This year we have 22 members. We ended up losing half of our 
members last year due to people graduating, so we needed to fill many 

On September 25th, 2014, Eric Stallcup and Amy Sanford sat 
down with two members of The Streetcar staff, Kylie Dennis and 
Dakotah Daffron, to discuss their involvement with Mississippi 
State University’s rocket team, the Space Cowboys. As the Chief 
Engineer and Project Manager, respectively, Stallcup and Sanford 
outlined the rigorous process of creating a full-sized rocket in 
one year’s time for competition at national level. However, they 
also acquainted our staff with the lighter side of rocket science, 
sharing stories about competition mishaps, inside jokes amongst 
team members, and what it’s like to represent the state of 
Mississippi in competition. At the end of their interview, Stallcup 
and Sanford turned their focus to a more holistic view of their 
organization and discussed the diversity of their team members 
and the impact of the Space Cowboys on the greater community.     

SPACE COWBOYS
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seats. We have an interview process every year where students submit 
applications, and we sit them down for a five or ten minute interview. We 
had between 30 and 35 students come for interviews, and we picked 12 
of those. It’s very selective, but it’s good because we try to pick the most 
committed people. 

TSC: What’s the ratio of upperclassmen to lowerclassmen?
SC: Right now, it’s about one-half to two-thirds freshmen. We have a young 
team, but it varies each year. As we said, last year our members were mostly 
seniors. A lot of what we do isn’t learned from books. It’s learned from older 
members who pass it down. So, having younger members isn’t really a 
problem. Often, we use graduate students if we need help with something 
very technical. We have three graduate student advisors this year who help 
us. 

TSC: So, what is the process of making a rocket? When you begin the 
semester, what’s the first step?
SC: We usually compete in a NASA competition, so they kind of define what 
they want our rocket to do. We take that information and do research for a 
while until we find out how to make that. Then we go and start building. We 
start very simple with miniature, sub-scale rockets–smaller versions, just to 
test our ideas. Then, we use those ideas and implement them into the full-
sized rocket at the end of the year. 

TSC: What is the role of creativity in regard to building the rocket each year?
SC: Creativity plays a big part in our rocket design each year. We like 
to push our limits and try new things every year with our rocket. Every 
new rocket presents new challenges, and it is important to have good 
creative minds working together to ensure our new designs are successful, 
functional, and safe. Without creativity, it is hard to overcome any difficulties 
throughout the design and building process.

TSC: In terms of each rocket, how drastically different are they each year?
SC: They are usually quite different. This past year was our first two-stage 
rocket. It was basically two rockets snapped together. The first one launches 
and breaks off of the second half which launches again in the sky. We’ve 
always had one-stage rockets before, but we have experimented a lot with 
different payloads. This year, we are also building our own motors for the 
first time. We will be building a hybrid motor and a solid motor. It will be a 
different kind of challenge this year. We don’t like to be repetitive. 

TSC: Do you test the final rocket before you take it to the competition?
SC: Yes, we usually do one or two launches beforehand. We always have at 
least one launch before the competition to make sure everything is working 
correctly and to see if anything needs to be changed. 



TSC: What is the general size of these competitions?
SC: It depends on the competition. The NASA competition has about 55 
teams competing, most of which are university teams, but occasionally 
there will be a high school team. This year, we are not attending NASA’s 
competition because they are leaning more towards Robotics, and we 
are more interested in staying with the rocket side of it. So, we will be 
competing with IREC, which is held by the Experimental-Sounding Rocket 
Association. Basically, it’s a similar competition with another person/
organization hosting it. There will be fewer teams participating, around 
twenty. It has similar requirements, so the rocket is not going to change 
that much, but we have a little bit more freedom. So that lets us deal with 
more of what we want to do instead of just following the requirements of a 
competition. 

TSC: How relatable are these competitions to what engineering students 
will face after college?
SC: These competitions, especially the NASA one, are modeled after real-
world projects in engineering. So, we have to go through a series of design 
reviews where we write reports, and then we have to present on what we 
are working on. They make sure we stay on track, and it gives us experience 
with both engineering and what the real-world is like. This competition is 
not quite as big, so it requires less paperwork, but we still require the team 
to do the paperwork because we think it’s good experience to learn how to 
write all of that anyway. That’s just a requirement for the Space Cowboys, 
not for the competition. 

TSC: How well do the Space Cowboys usually do in these competitions?
SC: We usually do really well. We got second place last year, fifth the year 
before that, second before that, and first the year before that. We’ve 
consistently been in the top five. It’s always great, you know, when you go 
up to Utah to launch, and the people are like “Oh, Mississippi, what are 
you doing here?” Then we bring out the rocket, and it changes to “Oh my 
God!” We usually have the tallest and fastest rocket. We had the tallest 
rocket last year at a competition by several feet. We definitely surprised 
some people. 

TSC: Does being from Mississippi make you want to perform better? Are 
you constantly trying to be the best because of that?
SC: Yes and no. MSU is known to be a good engineering school in general. 
We have other teams like the Eco-car team, so we are known for being 
pretty good at this sort of thing. Thinking about Mississippi is not an active 
part of our process. We just want to do well. 

TSC: When is competition time?
SC: Late spring/early summer. This upcoming one will be in mid-June. It’s 
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usually just after school gets out.
 
TSC: How does that timing affect everyone, especially those of you who are 
graduating? 
SC: Last year, the competition was actually during graduation, so none of 
the seniors were able to come. This year, it should be fine though. The only 
problem will be with those students who have internships or co-ops. 

TSC: This competition will be in Utah again?
SC: Yeah, but it’s in a different spot.

TSC: What is it about Utah that makes it a prime rocket-launching space?
SC: We launch on the salt flats, so it’s the openness. It’s a large area with not 
much interference. If you were you to do it here, it would mess with a ton of 
traffic. Also, it would be hard to get the clearance. We launch into the same 
areas that jetliners and commercial airlines fly through. The competition has 
to create a waiver, which basically means that the FAA tells everyone that 
they can’t fly through that area on competition day. For our smaller launches 
here, we use the dairy farm, but we still have to tell the FAA prior. Anything 
above 1000-feet requires clearance. The location of the competition is 
also related to the sponsors. Like, aerospace companies sponsor some 
competitions, and Utah is near many ATK facilities. Sometimes, the 
competitions will be in Huntsville, AL since there is a NASA facility there. 

TSC: Building your own rocket seems like a very challenging process. So tell 
us: What does it actually take to be a rocket scientist?
SC: A lot of time. The average member spends about ten hours a week 
in the lab, but some of us spend twenty to thirty hours a week in there. 
Engineers also like to put stuff off until the last minute; so, right before the 
launch we have some long nights. 

TSC: Do you tell people often that you are, in fact, rocket scientists?
SC: Oh, yeah. We have bumper stickers that they gave us in a competition 
that say, “Actually, I am a rocket scientist.” So, those are really fun. 

TSC: Do you have any crazy or interesting stories from your time with the 
Space Cowboys?
SC: Well, rockets often get stuck in trees, or they explode. They don’t 
usually explode in the trees, but they do often get stuck in there. Our team 
has never had anything terrible happen during competition, but a couple of 
other teams definitely have. Every year, there are at least two rockets that 
either blow up on the launch pad or just start spinning and crash as soon as 
they launch. It’s pretty fun to watch, but everyone understands the pain.

TSC: Are there any back-up rockets just in case there’s a mishap?



SC: No. Our full-scale model takes a lot of time to build and is very 
expensive, so we only make one. If a part breaks or malfunctions while we’re 
testing it, we replace that part so we can move on if time allows for it. We 
try to leave ourselves time between our final launch and competition just to 
make sure everything works. 

TSC: So, we know you’ve never had anything disastrous happen during 
competition, but what about your sub-scale models?
SC: Yeah! Actually, last year after the competition, they launched our rocket 
a second time, and it exploded in the second stage. The store-bought 
motor was defective, so it wasn’t really our fault. 

TSC: What happens to the rockets after they have been launched?
SC: They mostly sit around the lab. Rockets are kind of piled up everywhere 
in there. 

TSC: Any chance something could happen with those?
SC: No. They don’t have motors or anything in them. And, even if they did, 
it takes a good bit to start them. They can’t accidentally go off. 

TSC: So, we don’t have to worry about any buildings flying away?
SC: No, but there is a joke that if you can destroy Patterson, you’ll be 
handed a degree or something. Everyone wants this place to be rebuilt. 
That accident would be rewarded, but that’s never going to happen 
because we try to be very careful. 

TSC: What are the prizes for winning the competition?
SC: Bragging rights and trophies, mostly. We are a fully-funded organization; 
so monetary prizes don’t really affect us that much. There are conferences 
that some of our members go to and present at for monetary prizes. They 
usually present on the overall design of the rocket or on a certain part of the 
rocket that is also their senior thesis. There are regional and international 
conferences, but no matter which one you go to, people know the Space 
Cowboys. It’s good to have a reputation. 

TSC: I guess our last question is what would you say your mission is, or 
what, besides building the rocket, do you try to promote?
SC: We do a lot of outreach. We like to promote STEM topics specifically 
to middle school kids, but we reach all ages of school kids as well. We have 
a pretty big program that all of our members are required to participate 
in. Of the years they’ve had the Outreach category, we’ve won all but one. 
Last year, we talked to over eighty classrooms and visited all grades from 
K-12. Everyone was proud to get four ribbons. This year, it could be two. 
It just depends on what we have planned. We visit a lot of classrooms and 
give presentations that include model rockets that the students can launch. 
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It shows them what we teach, what actually happens, and how it all works. 
We do a lot with other groups as well, like 4-H and Boy Scouts, or any group 
that’s interested, really. 

TSC: It seems like the Space Cowboys do a lot of recruiting for the entire 
College of Engineering with your Outreach program.
SC: Yeah, we kind of do. We try to tell everyone that you don’t have to be 
an aerospace engineering major to be a part of the Space Cowboys. You 
could be a chemistry major or an industrial engineering major and still have 
a significant part of the team. We’ve had graphic designers and elementary 
education majors on the team as well. It’s always been more than an 
aerospace engineering team. 

TSC: Well, thank you for sitting down with us. It was nice to meet with you 
and talk about your program.
SC: Of course! No problem. 
 



Stoic
Parker Middleton

For the rhythmic beats of a laugh
far too resemble
the rhythmic pants of a cry. 
So, I withhold my laughter,
for it seems,
one cannot exist
without the other.
Stoic it may be.
Stoic I might.
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Two Pieces (after Sandra Beasley)
Isabelle Lang

I dreamt once I was in your DVD collection
as some little-known cult classic 
you had grown to enjoy. 
You always followed the story right 
on the edge of your seat, but not this time, 
when those guys watched with you.
I wanted to quote the funniest lines with you.
I wanted to taste the Pop-Secret, extra butter.
I wanted you to stop grimacing at all the best
parts just because your new ‘friends’ did.
To be fair, though, I was easy to humiliate,
with the bad acting and out of sync audio track.
I wished I could scream at you
You’re better than these duds who just
want explosions and tits!
But you laughed along and didn’t stop 
them when they cracked me in half.
Long after they’d gone, I sat there, 
in my two pieces, watching you
watching me.



Why My Life is Not a Victorian Novel
Jessica Ferrebee

Because peonies won’t grow in this part of Mississippi.
Maybe it’s the Japanese beetle or the stem rot,
But it’s probably the same heat that makes my brown hair frizzy–
Hair that is not golden and refuses to curl into a honeybee hive 
pompadour.

Because I can’t play the piano without resting my wrists on the keyboard
Perhaps because a man who smells of cigars did not teach me
And I wish too madly that I can play Chopin with a vigorous pace
That does not befit my actual madness.

Because a man with a mustache will never love me
The way that love sometimes causes things to stop.

Because when I pronounce the word “uncouth” it sounds like I have fangs
In a mouth that does not like this word that a proper Victorian knows.

And also because I can never find Darjeeling tea in the supermarket
That is stuffed with canned tomatoes and jarred artichoke hearts.

Even if my perfume could stretch for kilometers across meadows and bays
Across magic lantern shows, beefeaters, wainscoted walls,
Across bodices that breathe in the wind that is itself a perfume.

Even though the murky climate beds
Rhododendrons, Lilies of the Valley, and Tulips,
My heart will not sway like a ballroom dancer
On polished floors or swoon at high frequencies.
I cannot wear plump satin skirts and parasols.
Satin ruffles and white lace and snapdragons and horse-drawn carriages
Are about as uncouth as finding a peony sticking out of that red clay.
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HaikuBot
Andrew LaFrance

HaikuBot is both a haiku and a program that generates haikus when 
supplied with the necessary dictionaries. The program blurs the line 
that divides art and science by showing that code can be written 
artistically and can produce poetry. The code works by pulling words 
from multiple dictionaries that are divided by syllable count. Following 
the code are five haikus generated by “HaikuBot.” They are labelled 
“Nondeterminism 1-5” because, while they fit the structure of a haiku, 
they make no sense.

import makehaiku
  print(makehaiku.haiku())
  print(“By HaikuBot”)

Part Two (MakeHaiku.py)
    import random
    
    nouns1 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\nouns\\1syllable-
nouns.txt’)]
    nouns2 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\nouns\\2syllable-
nouns.txt’)]
    nouns3 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\nouns\\3syllable-
nouns.txt’)]
    nouns4 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\nouns\\4syllable-
nouns.txt’)]
    
    def noun1():
        return random.choice(nouns1)
    def noun2():
        return random.choice(nouns2)
    def noun3():
        return random.choice(nouns3)
    def noun4():
        return random.choice(nouns4)
    
    nouns = {1:noun1, 2:noun2, 3:noun3, 4:noun4}
    
    verbs1 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\verbs\\1syllable-
verbs.txt’)]
    verbs2 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\verbs\\2syllable-
verbs.txt’)]
    verbs3 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\verbs\\3syllable-



verbs.txt’)]
    verbs4 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\verbs\\4syllable-
verbs.txt’)]
    
    def verb1():
        return random.choice(verbs1)
    def verb2():
        return random.choice(verbs2)
    def verb3():
        return random.choice(verbs3)
    def verb4():
        return random.choice(verbs4)
    
    verbs = {1:verb1, 2:verb2, 3:verb3, 4:verb4}
    
    adjs1 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\adjectives\\1syllable-
adjectives.txt’)]
    adjs2 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\adjectives\\2syllable-
adjectives.txt’)]
    adjs3 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\adjectives\\3syllable-
adjectives.txt’)]
    adjs4 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\adjectives\\4syllable-
adjectives.txt’)]
    
    def adj1():
        return random.choice(adjs1)
    def adj2():
        return random.choice(adjs2)
    def adj3():
        return random.choice(adjs3)
    def adj4():
        return random.choice(adjs4)
    
    adjs = {1:adj1, 2:adj2, 3:adj3, 4:adj4}
    
    adverbs1 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\adverbs\\1sylla-
bleadverbs.txt’)]
    adverbs2 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\adverbs\\2sylla-
bleadverbs.txt’)]
    adverbs3 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\adverbs\\3sylla-
bleadverbs.txt’)]
    adverbs4 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\adverbs\\4sylla-
bleadverbs.txt’)]
    
    def adverb1():
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        return random.choice(adverbs1)
    def adverb2():
        return random.choice(adverbs2)
    def adverb3():
        return random.choice(adverbs3)
    def adverb4():
        return random.choice(adverbs4)
    
    adverbs = {1:adverb1, 2:adverb2, 3:adverb3, 4:adverb4}
    
    preps1 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\prepositions\\1sylla-
bleprepositions.txt’)]
    preps2 = [line.strip() for line in open(‘dictionary\\prepositions\\2syl-
lableprepositions.txt’)]
    
    def prep1():
        return random.choice(preps1)
    def prep2():
        return random.choice(preps2)
    
    preps = {1:prep1, 2:prep2}
    
    def adjNoun(syll):
        #structure 1 = 
        adj= random.randint(syll-4,4)
        syll -= adj
        
        phrase = adjs[adj]() + “ “
        phrase += nouns[syll]()
        return phrase
    
    def nounPNoun(syll):
        #structure 2 = {adj}
        adj = random.randint(0,2)
        syll -= adj
        noun1 = random.randint(max(syll-5, 1),min(syll-2, 4))
        syll -= noun1
        prep = random.randint(max(syll-4, 1),min(syll-1, 2))
        syll -= prep
        
        phrase = “”
        if(adj != 0):  phrase = adjs[adj]() + “ “
        phrase += nouns[noun1]() + “ “
        phrase += preps[prep]() + “ “
        phrase += nouns[syll]()



        return phrase
    
    def verbAdv(syll):
        #structure 3 = 
        verb = random.randint(syll-4,4)
        syll -= verb
           
        phrase = verbs[verb]() + “ “
        phrase += adverbs[syll]()
        return phrase
    
    def advVerbNoun(syll):
        #structure 4 = {adj}
        adverb = random.randint(1, min(syll-2, 4))
        syll -= adverb
        verb = random.randint(max(syll-4, 1), min(syll-1, 4))
        syll -= verb
        adj = random.randint(0, min(syll-1, 4))
        syll -= adj
        
        phrase = adverbs[adverb]() + “ “
        phrase += verbs[verb]() + “ “
        if(adj != 0): phrase += adjs[adj]() + “ “
        phrase += nouns[syll]()
        return phrase
        
        
    phrase1 = {1:adjNoun,
              2:nounPNoun,
              3:verbAdv,
              4:advVerbNoun
              }
    
    def haiku():
        phrase = phrase1[random.randint(1,4)](5) + “\n”
        phrase += phrase1[random.randint(1,4)](7) + “\n”
        phrase += phrase1[random.randint(1,4)](5)
        return phrase
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Nondeterminism 1-5:
 dirtier serails
 unbudgeted raspberry
 therein fragrant blames

 mechanic to course
 gilt ere across annulus
 ocreate solver
 
 recalculates e’er
 televise beseechingly
 patchier horselaughs

 unpractised blackbutt
 formative intimacies
 determinist mill

 elect bloodlessly
 poeticised loyally
 there supervened guv



Some Beds We Cannot Sleep In
Zack Orsborn

i need a bed
a mattress of stone
it doesn’t matter
rocks for pillows
i just want to be in
my grandma’s home

i have a lover
he needs a bed
a mattress of hay
he won’t mind
a grassy hill for a pillow
i just want him beside me

i have a family
we live in houses
we enter doors
dart through hallways
spill water in the kitchen floor
we clean up messes
fold clothes
we sit on porches and smoke
the earth is our ashtray

we have beds
but some beds we cannot sleep in
there are some places
we can’t rest our head

there are some cities
we can’t rest our bodies
some places we can’t
rest our hands on another’s back
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some beds we cannot sleep in
some doors we can’t walk through
we are lost in hallways
messes are cleaned with words
folded in ancient tongues
we choke on smoke
we are ashtrays

i have a family
we have beds
but some beds
we cannot sleep in



Defoliation of Pecan Trees
Thomas Quinn

Bulbous children pop like locusts.
October cotton splays its fingers,
infects fields with a familiar rash, begs for 
the heat of stars. All season: higher higher
push push. 

November cotton droops sleepy 
exhausted nude, brittle roots soft stems, 
eyes in dirt.

November trees with torn clothes
find themselves embarrassed ignoble impotent. 
Trees: look to the fields. Cotton speaks none, 
swept from dirt, nothing resembles condolence. 

I have been, still am, our cotton and trees.
I have felt, still feel, cold under stars,
humiliated exposed, the fear of clean swept dirt. 

As cotton: I held hands, felt two halves
of a Red Sea, found a god
in darkness of eyes, heard
religion ushering behind a tongue, kissed
backwards theology, dripping lips. 

As cotton: I looked—
pleaded to stars, pushed higher higher,
discovered Heaven’s scythe.

As trees: I fell naked bareness of skin pinkness.
Like trees I shed dignity at command, watched
my cloak change colors fall off die.

Around me there is nothing 
but dirt and the imprint of boots.
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Distal Proximo
Samuel Kealhofer

First off, forgive me for my failures,
My fragments,
And all of my detachment.

It’s just that my life beats from my brain.
The blood of my fathers
Turns to water
In my veins.

I’m living behind a glass, have
Tasted neither joy nor pain.

Well, I’m ready to be ruined.
I’ve been nudging towards the ledge,
I’ve spent my life upon this shelf,
And now I’m jumping from its edge.

Mere existence
Was insufficient.

So, I
Finally inhale.
Light and lightning into my lungs
And all that life entails.



The Body and the Blood and All That
Becca Horton

The years had been kind to the apple orchard, which looked no different 
in the morning light than it did in my memories of the ruby red 
deliciouses and the stolen moments under the trees. When we were kids, 
Winona and I had always felt similarly alive with five embezzled apples in 
our shirts and Mr. Quinn shouting after us to give them back or he’d call 
our father. We would ignore the old man’s threats and eat all the apples 
we could carry in one sitting. I had originally thought that this perfectly 
shared magic was a twin thing, but now I see that it was a Verona and 
Winona thing. 

Winona and I had drifted apart somewhere around the time my dad 
started calling her “Winnie,” and he never managed to give me a 
nickname of my own. In my mind I explained to my father that his 
daughters were identical, and so it didn’t make sense not to treat us as 
equals when it came to affection. Then again, I had a close relationship 
with my mother that Winona absolutely did not share.

I hadn’t seen the orchard in two years, not since leaving Idaho to attend 
Florence College in California, almost a thousand miles away from my 
hometown of Fruitland. But when my dad called to tell me that his 
Winnie had died, taken her own life in the house we were raised in, I hit 
Highway 95 for hours, stopping only at the orchard, the place of stolen 
moments with my sister who was once happy and free. I sat under one 
of the quiet trees for two hours before finally driving home, missing the 
presence of Winona and even old Mr. Quinn. 

Before I decided to head to Florence in big bad Los Angeles, an urban 
monster to those of us raised in a small town in Idaho, I had always 
unconsciously intended to branch out from the sisterhood somehow. 
Winona and I were very different people, despite a mostly identical 
upbringing, and she chose to pave her way in a much more introverted 
world than my own. I was pretty set on either Cali or the Big Apple 
for the future, and, after settling on the closer education, I even asked 
Winona to come with me. We could be like kids again, I told her with 
a happy spirit, we could be on our own again. When she declined with 
a simple “I just can’t,” I told her she was weak, and it didn’t do her any 
good to be so afraid.

When move-out day arrived and my bags and boxes were all packed in 
the car, there was a brief farewell moment with Winona. My mother 
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agreed to follow me in her car for the extent of the journey, so I said 
goodbye to my father, as well. As he left the room and my mom went to 
check my room for remaining items, Winona and I were left alone.

She said, “Don’t go. Please, don’t go.” She looked at the floor, as if she 
truly did want me to stay but felt guilty for asking.

“I’ll be home soon for Thanksgiving and Christmas,” I said. I couldn’t 
have known that this wasn’t true. “And you can come and visit me 
whenever you want.” She never took me up on the invitation. My mother 
eventually told me she rarely even left the house.

“Don’t leave me,” Winona said. 

I hugged her tightly and said goodbye. I stayed staunch in my decision 
and went to LA. 

It had been a little over a year since I left home, and I noticed the white 
paint on our front door had chipped. The pale archway around the 
entrance and behind the three steps in front of it had also lost a bit of its 
majesty. Still, the brick house that had been my home for a lifetime was a 
sight for my tired brown eyes. 

The verdant ivy divided the bottom of the house from the top and draped 
over the dark shuttered windows, two on each side of the front door with 
plenty of room in between. The clouds in the sky could have been a fire’s 
smoke emerging from one of the two chimneys that resided on the roof, 
but I understood it was just one sky today. I stepped onto the porch, and 
I remembered its creak with a fondness that could only be described as a 
recollection of a small piece of Heaven I once shared with my sister.

I rang the doorbell that played a hum to the words of she is home, she is 
home, she is home. I could hear my mother’s heels on the wood floor, and 
my father’s boots accompanying. Two figures stood in the doorway: an 
expressionless woman and a broken man. I stepped through the entryway 
and into my mother’s arms. She smelled of alcohol, more than usual, and 
the hug lasted a bit too long. My father kept his distance for a moment. 
Then he stepped forward, placed his hand on my shoulder, and looked at 
me with more love than I had ever felt from him before.

“Welcome home,” he said.

I took my mother’s hand as she led me through the kitchen and into the 
large living room. There was a glass table in place of the brown leather 



couch that used to sit in the center. On the table was a framed portrait, 
a reflection of myself, but brown eyes that were somehow unmistakably 
Winona’s smoldered through the canvas and into my own. Next to the 
picture of my sister was a silver urn that contained her ashes–she had 
been cremated almost as quickly as she was taken from the world. I took 
a deep breath.

“What do you think?” my dad asked.
 
“Where is the couch?”
 
“We moved it upstairs into your old room,” he said.

“Couldn’t you have just put it in her room?”

“We haven’t been in there. We didn’t want to disturb any of her things.”

I nodded numbly. “I get it.”

“Now, go ahead and get yourself cleaned up. You must be exhausted,” my 
mom said. 

“Thanks,” I said. She walked off. I followed her into the kitchen and 
paused for a moment in the doorway. I bit my lip. “I’m sorry,” I 
mumbled. “No parent should have to bury a child.”

“And no 19-year-old should have to bury a sister.” She gave a comforting 
smile. “I bought you a dress for today,” she said. “It’s hanging on the 
banister.”

I thanked her politely and excused myself to get dressed. Guests would 
arrive shortly to our home at 10 a.m. for the service. Due to the nature of 
Winona’s death, the church would not allow her funeral or memorial in 
the comfort of its stained glass and lengthy pews. 

It became clear in elementary school that Winona and I were old enough 
to sit with our parents in the pews of the St. Francis of Assisi Catholic 
Church. We were a bit nervous to experience our first big mass as 
children parishioners of the establishment, but we had learned all the 
songs and almost understood what it all meant, the body and the blood 
and all that. I was extremely overwhelmed by the church’s high archways 
and the large cross with a crucified Jesus that was hanging above the 
altar. My sister and I had held hands through the whole experience.
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My family sat in the third row of the church, and Winona and I kept our 
hands linked. My palm was covered in sweat, and still, we held tight. A 
few minutes into the mass had brought a challenge to my heart that I had 
not expected–complete and utter disinterest in religious matters. The 
priest was talking too fast, and the choir was singing too loud, and all I 
could think about was how my sister and I were so close in that moment, 
but, unlike me, she didn’t seem bored at all. She was far more committed 
to Jesus back then than I thought I could ever be. 

“You look lost,” she whispered to me.

“I think I like Sunday school better.”

“I know, me too. But this is what it’s gonna be like from now on. God 
loves me, and He loves you, and He wants us here with Him.”

“But how do we not get bored?” I asked her.

“We just talk to each other,” she said. “God likes it when we talk to each 
other, even in church.” She giggled. I distinctly remember Winona’s 
perfect laugh, the way it sounded, the way it warmed me, and wondered 
why that sound couldn’t have been one of the things that was identical. 

We vowed to stick together in those moments, to never let ourselves get 
uninterested, to always be sisters through Christ and never abandon our 
family. 
   

I retrieved my new dress from the banister and saw the old cross that 
hung in the middle of the stairwell. If there was one thing I would always 
remember about the house I grew up in, one thing that never seemed to 
change, it was the way the large wooden cross was nailed to the wall with 
one screw in top and one through the bottom. The top screw often came 
loose, leaving the cross to slide slowly until it was upside down. 

The dress fit nicely, leaving the tops of my shoulders exposed and falling 
just above my knees. Black is always a flattering color, even in times of 
grief, I thought.

I went downstairs and stood with my parents by Winona’s portrait in the 
living room. My mother grabbed my father’s hand, but he let it go. She 
had a brief moment of hesitation as the subtle rejection sunk in, and she 
grabbed my hand instead. Guests filed in and out of the house, offering 
their condolences, sharing their sorrow for our loss, and some last 
insights about Winona.



“She was so lovely, this is such a shock.” She was lovely.
 
“Winona Winstead, such a wonderful girl.” She was wonderful.

“She wasn’t in college? I wonder why?” Because she was afraid.

“Oh, Verona, I’m so sorry. You two were so close.” This is the first time 
you’ve even been able to tell us apart, you stranger.

“She didn’t know what she was doing.” Did she not? “Bless her soul, 
Lord.”

My Aunt Kathy, who seemed to always stick by my mother in her feelings 
towards Verona, also weighed in. “How could anyone do something so 
selfish?”

I excused myself from the room in tears and attempted to walk calmly 
to the bathroom in the hall. I shut the door and discovered the lock was 
damaged and unusable, also there was a tiny crack forming in the corner 
of the bathroom mirror, but I chose the room as my sanctuary anyway. 
In a family of Catholics, it was no surprise that Winona’s death was 
considered an act of selfishness. Winona was broken, and those of us that 
truly knew her could see it, but we couldn’t help her, and she wasn’t a 
selfish person, she was just weak somehow. The only selfish thing was the 
absence of a note. Gone with no explanation.

At the start of middle school, Winona and I had already found ourselves 
exhibiting unique likes and dislikes. Our bond was not strong as it once 
was in the arms of our church. Still, we were united through family 
matters, though the favoritism between the two of us and our parents had 
taken full form and did not go unnoticed or unfelt by any party involved. 
When my father’s mother died and we went to his childhood home for 
the service, Winona stood next to me and found my hand in the crowd. 
We whispered previously absent I love yous. 

“This is so emotional,” I said. “I feel so bad for Dad.”
 
“Have you prayed for Grandma?”

“Not yet.”

“Let’s say one,” she said.

She continued to hold my hand as we walked to a quiet corner and sat on 
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the floor, hands intertwined and our identical bodies facing each other. 
Winona closed her eyes and told me to close mine, but I watched her 
instead.

“Lord,” she prayed, “Grandma is off to a much better place, free of 
suffering. Please allow us to once again be in her presence and bathe in 
the light of hers and your love in Heaven. Amen.”

“Amen. This is so sad,” I said again.

“It is, but it isn’t. She is somewhere infinitely more magical, you’ll see.”
 
“I’ll see?”
 
“When we go to Heaven, you’ll see.”

“How do you know we’re going to Heaven?” I asked.

“Heaven waits for us, Verona. We just have to make it through this 
middle part. We just have to be strong in everything while we can, 
because Heaven is waiting.”

I remember thinking that Winona was on a sure course for the place, 
with a fast pass in her hand and a smile in her heart, and I would have to 
wait in the world’s longest line. I couldn’t have known that her belief in 
Something Better had a shelf life. Our faiths in God would switch in high 
school, and as Winona lost her faith I would find mine, but for then we 
just held hands at the reception, thinking of Heaven and its waiting room 
with the words “Winstead Sisters” flashing under its bright vacancy sign, 
closer than we had been in years and ever would be again.

After getting some fruit punch at the reception in the next room–which 
was funny, because Winona hated fruit punch–I returned and stood with 
my back against one of the living room walls and took in the room. It was 
3 o’clock in the afternoon, and the crowd had disappeared as if by magic. 
I knew the family (and the strangers) had left to give us some space, but 
I felt emptier than ever without the sound of whispered conversation 
and Aunt Kathy munching obnoxiously at the food table. My father had 
vanished, as well, leaving the room with his hands over his eyes and an 
obvious ache for my sister’s company. I looked around the empty space 
and made eye contact with my mom across the room. She motioned to 
me to follow her as she headed into the kitchen, surely to find something 
much stronger than the ironic fruit punch. 



I followed my mom through the kitchen and saw the large empty bottle 
of apple pie moonshine on the counter accompanied by a small, stale 
puddle on the countertop. The lid had bounced off somewhere and found 
its home with the others of its kind. I watched her stagger through the 
side door, which I noted was missing a few screws in its corner, and onto 
the back porch. I followed as we took our cheap seats next to the rotten 
plastic table. She put her head in her hands with manicured nails that 
were surely a recent addition. It was strange that the hot pink polish on 
her right index finger was chipped and even stranger that she’d allow it 
to make a public appearance. Grief changes us all, providing the smallest 
imperfections in our defenses, I guess. I took a seat beside her.

“You have to do me a favor.” There was desperation in her voice. She 
leaned closer to me and placed her hand softly on my wrist.

“Of course. Anything.”

“Run to the brewery and pick up some more of the apple pie. You know 
which kind I like, don’t you?”

I turned my hand over and took hers; I gave it a soft squeeze. I hesitated 
and made my voice as soft as possible. “I don’t think that’s a good idea, 
Mom.”

She impatiently removed her hand from mine and sat back in her chair. 
“Why not? I need it.”

“You’re just upset,” I said. “You’ve had so much to drink already.” 

She leapt from her seat and turned away from me. The chair fell. “I need 
more! Please. Please,” she begged me.

I stood up. “That’s why you’re crying? Because you need more 
moonshine? What about Winona…”

She cut me off. “Winona is gone. So is my moonshine.”

I took a deep breath. “Why did you dislike her so much? She was your 
daughter. Just like me.”

“She wasn’t good like you, Verona,” she said. “She wasn’t good.”

“She was good! You’ve always been cold to her, and it’s not fair. Tell me 
why.”
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She grabbed my wrists harshly. “You didn’t know her like I did,” she said. 
“She screwed everything up. She ruined everything.”

“What are you talking about? What did she ruin?” My wrists were 
trapped and useless to hide my hurt. I turned my face away.

“Your sister was selfish. She lived that way, and she died that way.”

I kept my face turned away and continued to weep as I spoke. “She wasn’t 
selfish. She was just broken.” I ripped my wrists free and ran back inside 
the house. As I headed for the stairs, I kicked one of the hidden bottle 
caps. 

I heard my mom shout after me. “At least I have you, Verona. You were 
always the good one.”
    

Winona and I were about to start the fourth grade when our interests 
began to differ dramatically. I branched out socially to other parts of 
the neighborhood, and, while I wasn’t particularly sporty in my youth, I 
managed to become involved independently in some local athletic events. 
I knew that cheerleading was something I would want to do when I was 
older, so I got to be involved in sporting activities from the sidelines– 
making posters, crafting some tissue pom-poms, replicating a jersey 
with Bryan Berkowitz’s number on the back. One day I’d heard there was 
a baseball game going on at the local sportsplex down the street, and I 
prepared all my supplies. 

I asked Winona if she wanted to come to the game with me, both because 
I still considered us inseparable at that point and also because I assumed 
she had also secretly been fond of Bryan. She said she wasn’t allowed, 
and I didn’t think much of it. My dad had said before that I could go, and 
he had always told me that even though we were twins, it was okay to be 
different sometimes. 

I started to go to Winona’s room and say goodbye, but the door to her 
room was shut. I could have knocked, but I decided to head to the 
game alone. It was okay to be different sometimes, and I thought that 
maybe Winona just wanted to be alone that day. But as I descended the 
stairs towards the front door, I heard the creak of another door and the 
satisfying turn of a doorknob, and I looked through the banisters to see. 
The bathroom door between our two rooms opened, my dad stepped 
through it and into the hallway and I watched him walk quietly into my 
sister’s room and shut the door behind him. I hovered for a bit and heard 
only a strange silence. 



    ***

I ran into Winona’s room and slammed the door. I could have used the 
mirror in the bathroom to freshen myself up (my mascara was awfully 
smeared and strands of hair had abandoned their posts), but I was too 
afraid. Even if they’d cleaned up the bathtub after it happened.

Not much about her room had changed since even fourth grade. I looked 
in the mirror that still politely found its home on her dresser, spotted 
the bags under my eyes and my red nose, and I cried. Winona was really 
gone. I walked over and sat on her bed–unmade, one pillow, sheets 
rumpled with a slight tear in the corner of the duvet. There was a knock 
on the door.

“Just give me a minute!” I shouted. “I need to be alone.” 

But it was my father who entered and shut the door behind him. He had 
tears in his eyes and, unlike my mother, I knew he was crying for my 
sister. He opened his arms to me; I stood up and walked into them.

“I know. I thought I could be here with those people before, but I couldn’t 
breathe. It’s all too hard. She’s gone. Winnie’s gone. I loved your sister 
so much.” We stood there in silence for a moment.  “I love you, Verona. I 
love you.” Then he whispered gently, softly, “Oh, Ronnie.” 

A nickname.

“I love you, too.” His arms lingered around my body with a certain 
tenderness. He held me in the quiet of my sister’s room for a few more 
minutes until we finally broke our hold and took a seat on the edge of her 
bed. I noted the corner duvet tear again. 

“Have you talked to Mom?” I asked him. “She’s been going crazy.”

“I’ve been avoiding her today. She’s upset, but she doesn’t understand. 
She can’t understand,” he said. He looked into my eyes with a sincerity I 
had never known from him before. 

“You and me need each other right now, Ronnie. We need each other if 
we’re going to make it through this,” he said. He hugged me tightly, and, 
for a moment, it felt nice, and I felt loved.

He whispered my name again, testing out the nickname. “Ronnie.” I 
could tell he liked the way it sounded. “I need you, Ronnie.” 
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He released himself from our embrace and softly ran his hands from the 
tops of my shoulders to my arms and finally to take my fingers in his. He 
looked at me and at my body, but I could tell that he only saw Winona. I 
released his hands and stood up.

I walked to Winona’s desk. “Why was Mom always so weird with her?” I 
asked.

“Winona and I were very close,” he said. “And I think she felt left out.”

I buried my head in my hands. Winona would never know my mother’s 
love. My father rose from the bed and brought me into his arms again. He 
kissed the top of my head. “Oh, Ronnie.” His tone changed. He ran his 
fingers through my hair. 

Something inside me rejected the tiny new reality: this wasn’t real. He 
didn’t mean it like it felt, he couldn’t. He took a step back and left his 
arms hanging loosely around my shoulders. He ran his thumbs across my 
collarbone and looked at me. My mind caught up to the treachery of the 
situation and contested its intimations. 

“Dad, don’t.” I looked into his eyes. He didn’t mean this, he couldn’t.

“Shhhh, it’s all right, Ronnie.” I resisted his insidious comforts. “It’s okay, 
Ronnie. I promise.” He whispered my name again, this time more eerily 
still, “Ronnie.” The hair on the back of my neck responded to his words 
and their terrifying frequency. 

I turned my face away as he stared once more at my body, up and down. 
“You’re so beautiful, Ronnie. Just like your sister.” 

I felt so sick, so nauseous, like I was a kid again and I had just gone on 
Winona’s and my favorite roller coaster after eating too much at the fair. 
A tear sprinted down my cheek as I wept for my sister; I wept for myself. 
I closed my eyes and took a step back. I could still feel his eyes on me. 

I opened them and saw that he had started crying, too. “She made me 
promise not to touch you before, but she’s gone, Ronnie. We need each 
other. Ronnie, Ronnie.” I took another step back, and he followed in 
time, like an insidious tango. We kept it up until my back was against the 
wall with his hands like a prison on both sides. 

I turned my face away and he whispered in my ear. “I love you, Ronnie. 
We need each other.” I budged his arm, and he released. I backed away, 
but he was still standing between me and the door. “You should stay here 



and be with your family,” he said. “Stay here and be with me.” He sobbed 
loudly. The monster was weak.

“Let me go,” I said. “Dad. Let me go.” I held my breath. He looked for 
weakness in my eyes, but I didn’t budge.

He took a little step to the side, freeing a small section of the doorway. 
I walked around him slowly, out of fear and a newfound instinct for 
survival, felt the satisfying turn of the doorknob, and left the room in 
which my sister’s childhood had been stolen. Tears welled in my eyes as I 
caught my breath and kept walking. I didn’t look back.

I ran down the stairs, past the large wooden cross that now hung upside 
down, and smoothed my dress as I walked to the front door. I could hear 
my father’s footsteps behind me.

“Verona,” he called after me. I ignored him.

I heard the sound of a falling bottlecap in the kitchen as my mother 
emerged, fresh apple pie moonshine on her lips. She looked at me and 
then at my father, and as I stepped through the doorway, she stood 
between us.

I made it to my car, hopped in and locked the doors. My father made 
it past my mother and caught up to the car and attempted to unlock 
the passenger door as I eased my foot on the gas and down the steep 
driveway. 

“Where are you going?” He tapped on the passenger window. A fresh set 
of tears was forming in his eyes. “What are you doing?”

I looked into his lonely eyes with a lack of admiration and respect I had 
never known to feel for him before, and, for the first time in a long time, I 
understood my sister. This is for you, Winona. 

“What she couldn’t,” I said. His mouth formed into a hard line.

I pressed on the gas, and my car sprinted down the street. I ignored the 
happiness the church once brought my sister and me, and I disregarded 
the beauty of the apple orchards I passed on the way out of Fruitland. I 
hit the 95, and I knew I’d never look back. 

They say girls all want to marry their fathers. I can hear Winona’s perfect 
laughter echo from somewhere I’ve never been and probably won’t get 
the chance to go.
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How to Get Over a Fear of Flying
Becca Horton

First, you are going to have to board the plane. 
Do it. Do it for me.

Forget about all of those fears, the neurotic ones
that make your thin throat tight and seem a lot like claustrophobia.
It’s a very common fear; you didn’t invent claustrophobia.
But don’t forget to turn that tiny vent-thing above your head
and accept more crispish air for your breathing pleasure.
Be careful not to breathe too much of it, though.
It’s a small cabin and everyone has to share.

The liftoff really won’t be so bad, I promise, just disregard 
the nuts and bolts and delays and strange company.
All of that is included in the ticket price.

Pay close attention to the cotton clouds that look like swabs
to clean your popping ears with. I told you, 
you should’ve packed gum, but you never listen.
Be the clouds. You’re flying. You’re the plane. 
You’re a machine with manmade wings that flies about the air.
Work with my metaphor and me, here. 
Think about this–you’re flying higher than birds, 
because they don’t deserve the sky. 
I’m reaching with that analogy, yes,
because I can reach with opposable thumbs.

Pay no attention to the snoring, saggy woman to your left
who has accidentally let her arm overflow into your seat. 
In order for this to work, you must forget about that crazy notion 
of personal space altogether.

You could just use that strange pillow they so kindly provide
for you, lean back, and shut your eyes until it’s over.



At the end, when the captain’s voice comes on the loud speakers, 
the voice that sounds the same on every flight,
and warns of the coming descent, listen, 
even though all you’ll hear is “Here comes the scary part.”
Listen to the plane and its breaths, the way its body parts
each react with a specific purpose. 
Notice how its wheels stalk the ground 
like a foot taking a careful step. 

Trust planes, they do this all the time. 
Do it. Do it for me.
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Relative
Jenna Mosier

Sometimes I like to remember
the m&m jar that sat atop
the dirty glass tabletop, clouded with grime,
in her living room
and how I would furtively
lift the lid every time, reach inside, only for my
fingers to meet the cool, white ceramic 
instead of the
pebbled candy coating 
that I sought.

And I remember the disappointment, 
growing up like weeds between
my fingertips, and how I would
sulk back to the floral-patterned
cushions of the sagging couch,
empty-handed.

I remember the way 
everything smelled like old wood and
faded brown leaves crumpling
underfoot. I remember tasting the static
that whistled through the air
every time someone touched the remote
to the cable T.V. that never worked.
And I remember swirling around and around
and around in the white cushioned chair with
ash marks tattooing the rippling
surface of its skin
and the sound it made when it 
rubbed against the 
pink-papered walls.



And I remember the black dresses 
stretched across pale skin
and the way the house was never quite the
same again,
even though after years and years it
still smells like the smoke that bathed the very
bones of the house
and the T.V. still whistles
and the couch still sags
and the m&m jar is still empty.
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Tuesday
Molly Beckwith

Songs are lace insect wings; they escape outside
and nest in the spindled branches of elms, whispering
of fears of heights and arpeggios. She hums—minor
harmonies—like nothing is wrong. This, the tune
her mother gave her (before she died of monotony):
it breathes up the stairs, sticks to the walls. The house,
the money, good. So life should be. But
everything is circular, tastes of copper. Clouds of suds
billow to her elbows, pool in the sink over remnants
of the night’s lasagna. Yesterday was salmon; Sunday,
veal. A rhythm. A bubble pines for the window, chases
her melody, pops on the glass. 



The Party
Jessica Ferrebee

The balloon bunch hovering toward the moon
looked like a beet bouquet freshly pulled
from the earth. Then, the cars pushed away
down the rainy pavement, but they could have been
prancing chocolate bars in miners’ caps
for all I knew. What I did see was his head turned 
to someone who wasn’t me at all.
Someone left a silk scarf at the party 
which I wrapped like a turban around 
my head and wore while washing spoons.
At this point, I think Elvis possessed me. 
He’s been body-hopping since all that mess with 
Priscilla, and he told me that I’ve been “cryin’ all the time,” 
and he’s been lonely, too. I knew he knew, and I wanted to find an 
apple on the counter, but all I saw were greeting cards. 
They were hungrier than me. Elvis kept howling, and
I forgot the sound of my own voice, but remembered
the balloons, the way he said “Rhonda” just a few hours
ago, and that I’ve never even heard my own voice before. Not really.
And that it wasn’t Elvis’s party, so much as it was mine. It was me
holding that handful of ribbons, and I let them fly.
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